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Container transport: prices and volumes
down
FAK rates have fallen below the psychological bar of 5 digits for
imports from Asia to Northern Europe for some shipping
companies. At the same time, aggressive blank sailings are
continuing to be used by companies, much to the discontent of
shippers.
While political circles are finally realising the full measure of inflation and its
negative repercussions on public accounts and growth, some good news has
come to slightly brighten the current gloom in France: the balance of
payments figure. "In 2021, the current account balance shows, for the
second time in 15 years, a surplus of 9 billion euros has been announced
following the deficit of -41.5 billion euros in 2020", reveal the annual data
published at the end of June by the Banque de France. The phenomenon is
however more cyclical than systemic. Weakened by the cost of energy, trade in
goods sees the deficit rise to €67.4 billion. On the other hand, the surplus in
trade in services is almost 18 billion higher than in 2020, reaching 36.4 billion
euros. This exploit has a name: CMA CGM. The increase is mainly due to
transport services, "which showed an exceptional surplus of 16.5 billion euros
The returns of CMA CGM, like those of the other French champion Total, have
unsurprisingly fuelled the controversy on the taxation of "super-profits", in a
tense social context. It is difficult, however, to blame Total for its profits when
the group has to face disruption of markets and supplies on the one hand
and, on the other hand, make huge investments in distribution as part of the
energy transition, with all the risks that this implies.
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Similarly, it seems particularly unfair to point the finger at CMA CGM,
another exemple of a long-term capital industry, after only one year of
exceptional profits knowing that the French company has previously
experienced decades of difficulties. In addition to this, from Brittany Ferries to
Gefco, and also Air France, the company has stepped up to come to the aid of
politically and socially sensitive issues.We can consider that these profits have
already begun to serve national interests...
Despite this, both Total and CMA CGM have had to accept gestures
towards the "general public". TotalEnergies announced a rebate of between
10 and 12 centimes per litre of fuel in its motorway service stations during this
summer. In the name of "showing support for the purchasing power of French
households", for its part CMA CGM has applied a €500 reduction per 40'
container for imports through French ports made by its customers who
are major actors from the retail distribution sector and also for all imports
towards French overseas territories. These measures will enter into force on
1st August 2022 for a period of one year.
Over and above the obvious public relations aspect, let's try to analyze the
levers contained in the tumultuous announcement of this measure that has
seriously upset the small community that is Gallic shipping ...

Preempt any possible taxation
The new political balance of the National Assembly is not favourable to
companies that could tarnished with the image of “war profiteers”, a term that
is as demagogic as it is inaccurate, but which does not bode well for the level
of future debates. For similar cases in other European countries, exceptional
tax rules apply, up to 25% of the 'exceptional' share of profits. In this context,
offering between 5% and 10% immediately on 1/5 of its volumes in a bid
to avoid being taxed a 25% slice of the whole cake could be a judicious
move.
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Confronting mass retailers with their responsibilities
As early as September 2021, Michel-Edouard Leclerc, chairman of the
executive committee of the Leclerc chain of stores, publicly denounced the
soaring maritime freight rates, and he continues to do so today while widening
the scope of potential culprits responsible for the rise in inflation.
The €500 discount can therefore be seen as a victory for this high-profile
retailer. But it is also a way of confronting mass retailers with their
responsibility to reduce profit margins. The most ingenious part of this
announcement is that by communicating a discount effect of around 10% on
the cost paid, it is easy to make a quick calculation of the average price
paid by mass retailers today, and it is easy to see that this is not an
extravagant amount.
We can add to this that the large retailers have amassed a war chest over
decades, which is not the case with shipping companies.

Taking a patriotic stand...at little cost
By weighing in on an eminently political subject, the pirate is transformed
into a privateer, swathed in the tricolor flag and handing over his "tithe" for
the common good of his fellow citizens. The system put in place by CMA
CGM specifies that the measures apply to imports "via French ports". This
choice is in line with the new national ambitions of "economic sovereignty",
which also sends a strong signal of support to French ports and their
staff in times of social tension.
Since these ports are rather less congested than the average, the choice is
also justified from an operational point of view. On the other hand, the
regularity of maritime services is still not restored, still making it difficult to
plan port deliveries for imports. The time spent at the dock cannot
mechanically be improved. This is the irony of the situation: part of the €500
could well return to the coffers in the form of billing for demurrage and
additional detention fees.
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Giving a boost to the Chinese Restart
China is currently very concerned about the low level of Western demand,
and its possible persistence beyond the summer. Indeed, the country needs
to export massively to catch up with the poor first semester if it hopes to
reach the 5.5% growth expected. A boost from shipping companies would
therefore be welcome. If CMA CGM is the first to draw and drop prices, its
neighbour COSCO could, officially or not, follow suit, and lead other
companies like Evergreen in its wake.
However, this remains only a hypothesis. "Carrier discipline" has a proven
track record in restoring balance sheets, so companies are likely to be very
prudent.
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1. PRIC E S
The majority of market participants now seem to be in favour of a certain
status quo for the second half of the year, in a bid to normalise the situation.
For shipper-importers who have FOB Chinese ports contracts, a
stabilisation of rates at around 7,000 USD/40’ over the long term, with in
return a restoration of regular weekly services to reset the flow
management tools, seems to be acceptable for majority.
On the part of the companies, we are not so far from this rate
considered acceptable by the shippers. The objective is to establish longterm contractual rates around USD 8,000 and FAK SPOT rates around USD
10,000, but without any real compensation for restoring the quality of
service based on the standards that prevailed in 2018, the last "normal"
year in terms of service offered.
Finally, freight forwarders are beginning to warn of actual and future
reductions in volume. For the time being, the situation remains favourable
for large and medium-sized companies. They have slightly lower volumes
than last year, but the margin remains positively impacted by rising rates,
even if this effect is diminishing. The results mostly exceed those of the
pre-pandemic situation. On the other hand, for small freight forwarders,
forced to act only on the FAK market on a monthly basis, if not fortnightly,
the situation was already, and remains very difficult at the moment.
One point also attracts attention: the rapid increase in the operational
costs of shipping companies, starting with that of fuel, which has increased
4-fold since the beginning of the pandemic. Before the crisis, we estimated the
average break-even point at around USD 1,100 /40', with this figure varying
depending on the size of the vessel, the occupancy rate, the country of
registration, the age, etc. According to our calculations, this must now be
raised to between USD 2,800 and USD 3,000, even though the unit capacity of
ships has tended to decline between Asia and Europe.
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General lull
June marked a shift from 5-digit to 4-digits FAK rates for Asian imports for
some companies. This psychological price pivot is very important. If
demand does not rebound quickly, it is likely to be morose for a considerable
length of time. If demand wavers and stopover cancellations continue at a
steady pace, it could be stabilised. We are really standing at a crossroads.
Exceptional fuel surcharges, which were resurging quite widely at the
beginning of summer, could however erase the effects of rate cuts in the
coming weeks. This phenomenon is particularly noticeable at the moment for
goods leaving Europe raising the fairly low pivotal prices of the "better than
empty" concept.

Evolution of invoiced prices (mix of spot and contract) between Shanghai and Le Havre, THC
included, for a 40' HC DRY container, for dry non-dangerous goods in port to port.
Source: Upply (spot and contract prices).
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Evolution of invoiced prices (mix of spot and contract) between Rotterdam and Shanghai, THC
included, for a 40' HC DRY container, for dry non-dangerous goods in port to port.
Source: Upply (spot and contract prices).

Evolution of invoiced prices (mix of spot and contract) between Antwerp and New York, THC
included, for a 40' HC DRY container, for dry non-dangerous goods in port to port.
Source: Upply (spot and contract prices).
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This crossroads is also illustrated by the Freightos FBX Index and the
intersection of curves. For the first time, the global average billing per
container in 2022 reached 2021's highest recorded point.

2. SERV I C E S
Once again, we have noted no major changes in terms of service in our
monthly barometer, and it is this situation that is worrying. The indicators of
Sea Intelligence, which go up to May, show a reliability that stabilises at
mediocre levels, with disparities within certain services according to the
priorities granted to freight under contract at transhipment points.
Prudence should be taken with the guarantee of boarding on the first
ship at the port of departure in FAK. Even if this is generally respected
things can go awry if the goods have to be transhipped in an intermediate
point. Freight segregation between spot and direct contracts is increasingly
taking place in this way among all maritime carriers, with negative impacts on
cargo transit times, despite the highest market prices being paid.
The exceptionally high price of fuel further removes any prospect of
leaving the practice of "super slow steaming". It offers the perfect excuse
for companies not to raise commercial speeds, which is in line with the
continuation of the status quo on the disruption of the regularity of services.
"Hidden" capacity is not expected to make its return to the market for the
moment, especially as by banishing it one can wear the virtuous badge of
energy sobriety with pride. Shipping companies on regular lanes seem to be
behaving somewhat like privateers, however privateers were skilled in running
full sail. Our modern day "privateers" seem to be more at home in the
doldrums.
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3. OPER A T I ONS

The situation in transit and port operations is improving slightly in the world's
larger ports thanks to the stability in volumes over the period.
In the US the strategy of dispersion between the ports on the East and West
coasts for import trade has started to bear fruit whereas in Europe the calmer
end to the spring period has given the opportunity to carry out some spring
cleaning in the terminals.
Nevertheless, the situation remains fragile. The shortfall in commercial
drivers, coupled with the insufficient level of lanes in the Northern ports mean
that the question of access to the terminals remains complicated. The
question of time spent at dock for containers coming from abroad also poses
problems along with unpacking and downstream warehousing capacity,
this is due to the general disruption of supply chains.
The social parameters in docks should not be neglected. In Germany and the
US, negotiations concerning wages claims for dock workers are particularly
volatile and above all never-ending, and this does not bode well.
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